49th TOBACCO WORKERS’ CONFERENCE
ABSTRACT FORMAT FOR TWC PROCEEDINGS

Authors must follow the Abstract Format outlined below. The senior author of each paper must email their
abstract to Bob Pearce, rpearce@email.uky.edu, 49th TWC Program Chair before February 20, 2020.
A. NOTES: Abstract should use Microsoft Word format. However, ASCII format is acceptable. Authors
should retain backup copies. Copy should be fully justified (left and right), not flush left/rag right,
except for lines that are clearly too short, making justification unattractive. All titles and abstracts will
be uploaded onto the CORESTA web site for public access.
B. COPY LENGTH: Maximum 300 words; minimum 180 words, excluding title and authors.
C. FORMAT STYLE:
Authors: Set in upper and lower case. Surname first, followed by comma, initials, another comma and
information such as “Jr.” or “III.” Semicolons separate author names.
Corresponding author: If possible, underline; if not, mark with asterisk (*) immediately after name.
E.g.: Smith, R.R., Jr.; Parker, J.B., III or Smith, R.R., Jr.; Parker, J.B., III*, where Parker is the
corresponding author.
Paper Title: Capitalize the first word only except for proper names, trademarks, Latin, according to
standard practice. Precede subtitles with a colon and capitalize the first word. E.g.: Tobacco harvest
mechanization: Cheaper harvesting with new equipment.
Source: After paper title, include this information: Paper presented at 49th Tobacco Workers’
Conference, 2020. Omit conference location and longer date: that information appears on the
Tobacco Abstracts cover and title page.
Corresponding author’s address: Include full address, not merely company name and city. U.S. state
names should appear as Postal Service two-letter abbreviations. Phone/fax/email information optional
but will be printed if included.
D. ABSTRACT PROPER: (1) Indent four word spaces. (2) Capitalize, italicize or underline according to
standard practice. (3) Include in the abstract the Latin name for significant organisms if that
information does not appear in the title; underline or italicize Latin if possible. (4) The following notice
must appear at the end of every abstract: (Reprinted with permission)
E. KEY TERMS: (1) Provide a maximum of six key terms, excluding organism names mentioned in title
or abstract, to assist in indexing. (2) Leave single blank line between abstract and key terms.
F. ABBREVIATIONS: Do not use an abbreviation without explaining it. All acronyms should be written
out in full at the first occurrence, followed by the acronym in parenthesis: subsequent occurrences of
the term may be abbreviated. For instance: Enzyme linked immunoassay (ELISA) was used to
identify potato virus Y (PVY) strains in a variety of Solanaceous crops.

SAMPLE
Smith, E.G., III; Brown, S.E., Jr.; Nicotiana resistant blue mold (Peronospora tabacina). Paper presented
at the 40th Tobacco Workers’ Conference, 2002. Infiltration Paper, Inc., 233 Barklay Way, Chattanooga,
TN 80009 USA. Telephone: 919-990-8888. Fax: 919-899-7887. E-mail: smith@ca.ut.edu.
The first line of the abstract should be indented 4 word spaces. Follow the other directions given for
abstract as closely as possible, Remember, your abstract should contain 180-300 words. (Reprinted with
permission)
Key terms: resistance, Mexico.

